
After losing control of mainland China to the Communist 
Party, the government of the Republic of China retreated to 
Taiwan in 1949. For thirty years, the United States formally acknowledged the Republic 
of China as the sole legitimate government over all of China, which restricted migration 
from the mainland. However, many Shanghainese managed to find their way to New 
York in the 1970s through Hong Kong and Taiwan. When diplomatic policies changed in 
1979 and the US recognized the legitimacy of the Communist People‟s Republic of 
China, migration doors opened once again from the mainland. Both “uptown” and 
“downtown” Chinese immigrated to New York throughout the 1980s and „90s. Since that 
time, most immigration has consisted of Mandarin-speaking graduate students from Bei-
jing and Shanghai, some of whom have stayed to work in the New York Metro area. 

Mainland Han in the 
New York Metro Area 

L A S T  U P D A T E D :  1 2 / 2 0 0 9  A L L  P E O P L E S  I N I T I A T I V E  Q U I C K  F A C T S :  

Place of Origin: 

Northern and Eastern 

Provinces of Mainland 

China (primarily Beijing 

and Shanghai) 

 

Significant Subgroups: 

Multiple subgroups 

based on town or  

province of origin (e.g., 

Shanghai or Beijing), 

preferred language (e.g., 

Mandarin or Wu), and 

uptown or downtown 

identity 

 

Location in Metro New 

York: 

Queens (Flushing, Elm-

hurst); also scattered in 

Long Island, New Jersey, 

Connecticut, Westchester 

 

Population in Metro New 

York: 

Mainland Han number 

unknown. Total Chinese 

Population: 677,469 (ACS 

2010 Chinese, excluding 

Taiwanese, who selected 

Asian alone as race) 

 

Population in New York 

City: 

Mainland Han number 

unknown. Total Chinese 

Population: 493,154 (ACS 

2010 Chinese, excluding 

Taiwanese, who selected 

Asian alone as race) 

 

Primary Religion: 

Nonreligious 

 

Secondary Religion: 

Chinese Popular  

Religion, Buddhism,  

Taoism, Christianity 

 

Status of Christian  

Witness: 

Greater than or equal to 

2% evangelical. Less than 

5% evangelical. 

 

Primary Languages: 

Mandarin, Wu 

 

Secondary Languages: 

Mandarin, English 

 

Registry of Peoples 

Codes: 

102143, 103686 

 

Significant Note: 

Although Cantonese and 

Mandarin speakers share 

a common written  

Chinese language, their 

spoken languages are 

mutually unintelligible. 

  Mandarin is the most commonly spoken language in the world, but it has historically 
been a minority language among Chinese New Yorkers due to Cantonese predomi-
nance. Now, it is quickly becoming the lingua franca of Chinese New York, even though 
only an estimated ten percent of Chinese in Metro New York speak it as their first lan-
guage.1 With the growth of the Chinese economy and the importance of Mandarin for 
business, many Cantonese families are even sending their children to schools to learn 
Mandarin. Symbolic of the change, the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent Association—
the traditionally Cantonese umbrella organization founded in 1883—elected for the first 
time in 2008 a president whose mother tongue was Mandarin.2 In the Metro area, aside 
from originally mainlanders from Taiwan and Southeast Asia, the main Mandarin speak-
ers are Han Chinese from the northern and eastern provinces of China, particularly from 
big cities like Beijing and Shanghai. The Fuzhounese, Wenzhounese, and mainland 
Cantonese are also mainland Han but are treated in their 
own profiles. Shanghainese speak their own language, 
called Wu, but most speak Mandarin well, especially since 
“please speak Mandarin” signs dominate the school walls in 
China. Besides ethnicity, one of the sharp identity markers of 
Metro New York Chinese is whether or not they are 
“downtown” or “uptown.” The “uptown Chinese” are wealthy 
professionals who have high levels of education. Most of 
these are American-born Chinese or from the main Chinese 
financial or educational centers, such as Shanghai, Hong 
Kong, or Beijing. The “downtown Chinese” have little educa-
tion and few English skills and work in restaurants, garment 
shops, and other service jobs.3 

What Do They Believe? 

What Are Their Lives Like? 

When Did They Come to New York?  

Since the 1980s, the Chinatown in Flushing, Queens, has largely hosted Mandarin-
speaking immigrants from Taiwan, Shanghai, and northern China. Many of the “uptown 
Chinese” reside in the suburbs of Long Island, Connecticut, Westchester, and New Jer-
sey. 

Where Do They Live? 

Sharon, a leader of a Mandarin language school in New Jersey claimed, “Most Chinese 
move to the city for job opportunities but are focused on their children‟s education. They 
will even move to areas that have a better school and make financial sacrifices so that 
their children have the best education possible […] so that they can pursue careers in 
medicine and engineering.” 

How Can I Pray? 
 Pray for a continued increase in “uptown” mainland Han who find it reasonable to 
place faith in Christ and that the “downtown” Chinese will cast their cares upon Christ. 
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At the corner of Canal and Bowery Streets in Manhattan lies the Mahayana Buddhist 
Temple, the largest Buddhist temple in New York City. Its presence represents the influ-
ence Mahayana Buddhism has had on mainland Han Chinese. However, most mainland 
Han in New York are nonreligious, especially those who are recent immigrants and were 
raised entirely under communist rule. Whatever Buddhist identity remains upon arrival in 
New York is often shed by “uptown Chinese,” who have trouble connecting what they 
perceive to be superstitious practices in Buddhism to their backgrounds in reasoning and 
logic. For the religiously inclined, many “uptown Chinese” find Christianity to be a great 
alternative and either establish “intellectual” Chinese churches or attend churches where 
sermons appeal to the intellect as well as the heart. 


